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US to Require that Hobbyists Register Drones

Federal officials plan to announce on Monday that all drones will have to be registered with the

U.S. Transportation Department, Fortune has learned.

U.S. Transportalion Secretary Anthony Foxx and F.A.A. Administrator Michael Huerta will hold a

press conference in Washington D.C. to explain the government’s plans to create a new registra

tion system chat all drone buyer’s will be required to use, according to a source familiar with the

situ at on.
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The plan adds hobbyists to chose who must register their drones with the government. Prevously,

only commercial drone user.s had to register their aircraft ith the F.A.A. after getting the authori

zatiOfl tC) fly.

Drone industry eaders from trade grcups arid rnanifactu’ers will join government officials during

the announcement. rhe plan calls for creating a task crce that includes members of the govern

ment and t:ie drone ndustry to create the reiscy, the source said.

The n:tiatve ;o create a erttrazed system for coilecting drone ri naicns ia been in tue

wor<s for tne past few weeks. Goverrmrt oficials have eer. norn actiio rore rrk’:i id in

dustry gr::ups abc.ut it over the past few days the source said

The drone registration system is supposed to be debut around the 1harisgivirig holiday.

The Transportation Department declined to comment on the specifics of the announcement

to Fortune, but confirmed that the department will “make an important safety announcement

about the use of Unmanned Aircraft Systems” on Monday.

It’s unclear what penalties drone owners will face for failing to register their aircraft. Nor is it clear

whether all drones must be registered or just ones that are beyond a certain size.

Michael Drobac, the executive director of the Small U.A.V. Coalition, a drone advocacy group

whose members include Coogle, Amazon, and camera maker Gopro, told Fortune that he is con

cerned with the proposed regulations. Soth Amazon and Google are working on drones for deliv

ering products ordered online to customers’ doorsteps.

1 have great concerns that the F.A.A. and D.Q.T. won’t come up with something that wil! help us

move us forward as a country in advancing this technology on their own,” Drobac said. “This has

to be led by industry.

Source: Fortune

Dcwnioad articre as )F
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US DoT Seeks Public Comments on UAS Registration
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In a surprise move, DOT just published a documentc/arif/cation of the Applicability ofAfrcraft

Registration Requli-ernents for IJAS arid Request for InfOrmation Regarding Electronic Registration

for LIAS, to the Federal Register. DOT is soliciting recommendations on all aspects of the UAS

registration process, including which UAS should be exempt from the registration requirement.

The clarifca:ion and request for information requests that comments he received within 15 days

after publication in the Federal Register, which is November 6, although the comment period re

portedly will remain open for the near future. Of course, given the Secretary’s expedited timeline,

comments submitted after November 6 will be less likely to influence the recommendations made

by the UAS registration task force. Click here to access the original document and post a corn-

ment.

In addition to clarifying applicable statutory requirements regarding UAS registration, DOT is re

questing “information and recommendations regarding what information and registration plat-

form would be appmpriate for UAS registration and ways to minimize the burden to the regulated

corn munity,” DOT is also ‘equesting comments on which tAS, in terms of eight or performance
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capabilities, should remain exempt from the registration requirements because of the negligible

risk they pose to the national airspace system (NM).

To facilitate the task force’s work in developing UPS registration procedures, DOT is requesting

Information and data from the public in areas such as:

a At what point should regiscraton occur (e.g. polit—of—sale or prlor•.to-operation)? How

should transfers of ownership be aodresset In registration?

a Consistent with past practice of discretion, shobid certain UPS be excluded from registra

tion based on performance capabilities or othei characceristics that co.*id be associated

wfth safety risk, such as weight, speec, altitude operatIng limitations, duration of flight? If

so, piease submit information or data to help support the suggestions, and whether any

other criteria should be considered.

• How should a regIstration process be designed to minimize burdens and best protect inno

vation and encourage growth in the UPS Industry?

• Should the registration be eiectronlc or web—based? Are there existing tools that could sup

port an eiectronic registration process?

Whether you are a UPS manufacturer, operator, or user, the comment period offers all industry

stakeholders an opportunity to shape UPS regulation and policy.

Source: Hogan Loveils

.ms
Download article as PDF

Posted in Regulatory Matters on October 26, 201 5 by The Editor. 3 Comments
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FAA Administrator Opens UAS Registration Task Force

Meeting

The Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Registration Task Force completed its first day of work. FAA

Mdministrator iviicnaei riuena KICKO orr tne ask i-orce witn rernars trial outiiried tue group S

objectives and expectations. The FAA briefed participants on the current statutory requirements

and international obligations for aircraft registration before the group began initial discussions on

a streamlined registration process and minimum requirements for UAS that need to be registered.

The Task Force will continue deliberating on Wednesday.

Here are FAA Administrator Michael Huerta’s remarks as prepared:

Unmanned aircraft use has increased dramatically in recent years. With this surge in popularity

has come growing concerns about their safe operation in our nation’s airspace.

5
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in recent months, we’ve seen an increase in reports of UAS coming too close to manned aircraft

and airports. Some have interfered with wildfire fighting in California, and one crashed into a sta

dium during a U.S. Open tennis match.

These incidents make it clear: we must work harder to ensure a strong cuiture of safety and re

sponsibility among unmanned aircraft enthusiasts.

There’s no single soiutlon for how we do this. The integration of unmanned al.craft Is multi -fac

eted, and our approach must be as nimbie as the technology itseif.

One tool we’re going to use is registration - and that’s why we’re here today.

Unmanned aircraft have countless potentiai uses - from package deiivery to tasks that are dan
gerous for people or manned aircraft to perform. No one wants to see this promising technoiogy

overshadowed by an incident or accident that could easily be avoided wIth proper trainIng and

awareness of the safety principles that are now second nature in manned avIation.

We Invited you to assist us on this task force because each of you brings extensive knowledge

about unmanned aircraft, technoiogy, public policy and the aviation industry. You represent a

wide range of viewpoints. And you are all united by a common goal: the safe integration of un

manned aircraft.

We’re hopeful this task force can provide the FM guidance on some important questions as to

how we determine the best way to register aircraft under 55 pounds:

• How do we make registration as easy as possible for consumers while providing accounta

bility?

• What products should we exclude from registration based on weight, speed, altitude and

flying time?

• What information should we collect during the registration process, and what shouid we do

with the data?

• Should every unmanned aircraft sold have its own serial number, or how to tie particular

aircraft to a particular user?

• Should the process include a formal education component before an aircraft can be regis

tered?

• Shouid registration be retroactive and apply to unmanned aircraft that are now in the sys

tem?

• Should there be an age requirement for registration?

httpi/www.uasvision.comI2Ol 5/11 /04/faa-administrator-opens-uas-registration-task-force-... 11/4.2015
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ultimately we want to make registration as easy as possible for consumers, to relieve them of the

corn plexity associated with registering larger, manned aircraft.

Yo - recommendations wiH be invaluable as the FAA moves quickly to stand up tills new systern

We’re working on a tight rirnetabk Sectary Foxx set a deadline of Novembei 20th for the task

force to complete its recommendations. This refIecs the urgency of the task at hand.

The hoidays are weeks away, arid unmanned airralt are going to ne a popular gift item By some

esti mates, ?0U,000 new rci aft could be in the homes of cohi mers by the end of the year. This

means unmanned aircraft could soon fa outnumber manned aircraft ope;anng in our nation’s

airs pace.

Many of these new aircraft are bringing new users to aviation - most with little or no experience

with aviation regulations.

Registration will give us an opportunity to educate new operators about airspace rules so they can

use their unmanned aircraft safely. It will also help us more easily identify and take enforcement

action against people who intentionally violate the rules or operate unsafely. A perfect example of

this occurred last week, when a drone carrying mobile phones, drugs and hacksaw blades crashed

into a prison yard in Oklahoma. Perhaps registration would have helped authorities quickly identi

fy the owner.

We realize that most people want to use their aircraft safely for enjoyment. Registration benefits

users and the government alike because it encourages education whde providing a mechanism for

helping the FAA fulfill its mission of keeping the nation’s skies safe.

I recently announced the FAA’s new Compliance Philosophy, which uses education and training to

ensure we have safe operators.

At the same time, this doesn’t mean we’re going to go easy on enforcement.

But in cases where we find simple mistakes or a lack of understanding, we’ll use tools like training

and education to ensure compliance with the regulation and compliance with the standard.

This starts with giving operators the tools and knowledge they need to fly safely. Toward this end,

we released the beta version of a new smartphone application called B4UFLY,’ which alerts UAS

operators to restrictions or requirements in effect at their current or planned flight location.

http://www.uasvision.com/201 5/11 /04/ftia-administrator-opens-uas-registration-task-force-... 11/4/20 1 5
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The F\A and its government and industry partners are also conducting outreach through the

Kno Before You Fly and No Drone Zone campaigns, most notably during the recent visit by the

pope.

But for those who don’t follow the rules, we need to continue our enfoicement efforts.

Last month, the FAA proposed a $1.9 million civil ..enalty against a company that we allege know-

ingly conducted dozens of unaLtriorized flights over Chicago and New York. This sends a clear

message to uuies woo nilghi pose a safety risk: Operate within the law or we wilt take a:riori.

As registration, eoucaticjn and enforcement focus on enhancing safety around recreational use,

we’re also working to put a ommeicial regulatory framework in place.

Earlier this year, we proposed a rule that would routinely allow small unmanned aircraft opera-

tions we know to be safe, and we plan to finalize it by late spring.

Meanwhile, we’re approving requests for commercial operations on a case—by-by--case basis. To

date, we’ve approved more than 2,200 authorizations that allow unmanned aircraft to be used for

a wide variety of different purposes.

Under our Pathfinder program, we’re working with industry to determine how to safely expand

unmanned aircraft operations beyond the parameters of our proposed rule. BNSF Railway recently

used an unmanned aircraft to inspect miles of its tracks in New Mexico, demonstrating beyond

visual-line of sight capabilities. The flight marked the first of what we hope will be many success—

ful Pathfinder tests and flights.

!ntegrating unmanned aircraft into our nation’s airspace is a big job, and it’s one the FAA is de—

termined to get right. We know that we need to work closely with our partners in government and

the private sector for this to succeed. This task force is a sign of our commitment to that partner—

ship and we thank you for your work.

Please think big, and think outside the box. Take the interests of all stakeholders, of everyone

who will be affected by registration, into consideration, and you need to factor that into your con-

versations and deliberations. And please — do not worry about achieving perfection. Your ideas

will enable us to lay the groundwork for registration, but by no means is it the last word on regis

tration.

You have a lot to accomplish in the next three days. I have no doubt this group will be able to

meet the challenge, and I look forward to your recommendations. Given the urgency of this issue,

http://www.uasvision.com/201 5/1 1 /04/faa-adrninistrator-opens-uas-registration-task.-force-... 1 1/4/201 5
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the DOT and the FAA will move quicily to consider your suggestions as we create a registration

system that works for the FAA, consumers, arid the safety of our nations airspace.

Thank you again for dedicating the time to this important undertaking.

Download article as PDF

Lo ted in Regulatory Matters on November 4, 201 5 by The Editor. Leave a comment
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DigitaiGlobe Helps Create Drone Air Traffic Control

Data mined from DigitalGlobe’s satellite images are at the center of a system that could change

how drones operate in the US. and globally.

The Low Altitude Traffic and Airspace Safety, or LATAS, uses Verizon’s LTE cellular network, Har

ris’ sateHite- based surveillance systems and information gleaned from Westminster—based Digi-

talGiobe’s high-resolution Earth imagery to help unmanned aerial vehicles - or UAV5, more com

monly called drones — identify and avoid obstacles and safely navigate the airspace.

http//www,uasvision.com/20 1 5/1 1 /03/digitalglobe-helps-create-drone-air.-traffic-.control/? . 11/3/201 5
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LATA’ developed by Raleigh, NC. based Precision[1av k. re(erlUy ( ompeted initial testing and is

under review by he Federal Aviation Administration and NASA

Think of LATAS as air traffic control for flying mbots, complete with social media integration — it

has real—time tracing a geoencing” feature tnat wordt allow drone fligr tin prohibited airs;ac

es, and even offers hve stre3ring.

“Anybody car fly a drcne --— maybe not tDday, nut it’s trndinq in thar dirrction -— and we need a

tech noogical 5Olucofl to keep them from running into eah c1hr, ecp’e, bridges, bcidirigs acd

even into aircraft,” Shay 1-lar--Noy, DigitaIClobe’s senior direccr of Ceopatial Big Data, said in ar

interview.

DigitalGlohe ha undergone a seL--c!escribed “trat’gy shift” in recent months to target new ways

to make money from its imagery.

One of these growth areas is the Ceospatial Big Data program, or GBD, which is expanding as new

applications are discovered. Although Har—Noy could not specify exact numbers, he said this will

definitely result in job gains in Colorado.

GBD harnesses the powei of DigitalGlobe’s fleet of satellites, which capture photos of about 2

million square miles per day. Each image contains topographical and other information that can

be used to guide LATAS.

“Instead of just these giant images of the state of Colorado, we can tell them where the trees are,

where the water is, where the mountains are,” Har-Noy said. ‘There are all these kinds of very

practical concerns you can now solve.”

For now, the next step for LATAS is to continue testing until it gains FAA blessing. The team has

the ambitious goal to eventualy develop and implement the system globally for safe, efficient op

eration of LAys.

“We con’t have ail the answers,” Har--Noy said. “We just want to have a path’

DigitaiClobe currently employs 1,256 people -— about 1,200 in Colorado — and about 380 con

tractors across eight locations worldwide. It recently moved into a new 482,000-square-foot

Westminster headquarters.

Sou rce: Denver Business Post
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American International Group Offers Drone Insurance

American Internat onal Group, one of the nation’s leading property/casualty insurance carriers, is

taking on the emerging risk as more and more US retailers including Amazon and Wal- Mart —

seek and are granted FAA approval to operate drones.

In a conference Monday hosted by business software provider Oracle, AIG Chief Technology Of

ficer Mike Brady announced that the insurer has started offering coveracie for any damage caused

by drones and injuries to drone operators.

“Clearly with that many drones in the airspace you run a risk, so AIG actually now offers drone in—

surance to our commercial customers,” Brady said.

The policies are offered through AIG’s excess and surplus subsidiary Lexington Insurance Compa

fly and bear many similarities to auto insurance plans, covering both “broad physical damage” and

third party habihcy coverage.” However, as they are written especially for drones, the policies also

cover drone “operatcrs’ and on-ground uew members, as weU as electtonic: malfunctions and

component failure.

The coverage excLicis problems such as hjac <n, unlawful seizure, ha king or “spooting

12-
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Drones weghinj up to five pounds with a wingspin of up to three feet are covered, though pric

inq intormanon is nor immediately availabe,

The move to offer drone covei’age comes iust one month after a ForWre magazine report sug-

gested that lack of viable insurance options could threaten the entire ndusvry. And as it is alreaoy

pred;cted to genera.:e billions of doilars in economic impact ovar the next 1 0 years, It’s important

that market payers come forward soon.

Previously, nscres have cited significantly liahi!t’’ and a ac of regulator’ guldeiines as rnaing

it difficult for underwiiters to ci aft well-rounded products drone manufa:urers rd operators.

K insurance house Lloyd’s has even gone on record saying risk pricing for drones is extremely

difficult in view of their emerging status and inherent issues like third—party liability for physical

damage, to say nothing of a lack of meaningful data and risk metrics.

Others in the industry agree.

‘Unfortunately, there are big questions and not enough answers,’ Tom Karol, a general counsel

for the National Association of Mutual Insurance Companies, told Fortune.”There needs to be

more clarity on how people will use these, and what will be allowed arid won’t be allowed is a big

issue.”

Those monitoring insurer appetites, however, suggest that carriers will not begin to embrace pri

vacy concerns as part of drone liability policies until state and federal legislation becomes clearer

on expectations and legality surrounding drones.

“I’m constantly following up with my standard carriers to see if their appetite for drones has

changed,” said Evan Garmon, a commercial insurance specialist with Harpenau Insurance in Louis-

yule, Kentucky. ‘Until the regulation and laws in the United States surrounding the small un

manned aircraft systems industry stabilize, many standard insurance companies will stay out of

the market.

‘Once they do, I plan to be on top of the change to offer better policies for my clients.’

Source Insurance Business America
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William Merideth shot down a
drone legally, a judge decides.
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He believed it was spying on his 16-year-old daughter who was sunbathing in the

garden. So he took out his shotgun and blasted the drone out of the sky. He was

arrested for wanton endangerment and criminal mischief.

Now a Kentucky court has declared Merideth an innocent man. Bullitt County

District Court Judge Rebecca Ward on Monday dismissed all charges against

Merideth, reported local TV station WDRB-TV.

The drone’s owner, David Boggs, had produced flight data that insisted his

machine had been flying higher than Merideth had claimed.

The judge, however, seems not a fan of big data. She’s a woman of the people. She

declared that two human witnesses saw the drone below the tree line. This

evidence was, to her, conclusive. To her, this was an invasion of Merideth’s privacy.

Amateur drones hovering willy-nilly have disturbed more than JdSt private citizens.

Airline pilots’ reports of drone close-calls on takeoff and landing nave incieased

xporentially over tee past year
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Judge rules man had right to
I shoot down drone over his house

Technically Incorrect: A Kentucky judge dismisses all charges against William Merideth,
saying the drone was an invasion of privacy.

Technically Incorrect offers a s/i:ghtly twisted take on the tech

that’s taken over our ilves.

It was a case that

gripped the nation. Or

at least Kentucky

Should it have

temporarily escaped

your pressured

memory, William

Merideth in July said

lie saw a drone flying

above his property in

Hiliview, Kentucky.
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This summer, amateur drones flew over California wildfires, purely to capture

drumatic pictures This grourrcd helcoptàis’vvhich w’r despéFritey trying’to

drop water on the flames. lher&s still a $75,000 ewaro for anyone who leads

authorities to those responsible.

The FAA’s recommendauons include not flying above 4CC) feet. Dont be careless

or reckless with your unmanned aircraft -- you could be fined for endangering

people or other aircraft, the agency adds.

For hIs part, Merideth believes his case should

Page 2 of 5

More Technically Incorrect

Microsoft wants to make you feel

good about dumping your MacBook

Twitter launches a TV ad for

Moments, and It’s a touch crazy

Microsoft delighting almost as much

as Apple, study says

never have gone to court.

“1 don’t encourage people to just go out ncl start

blasting stuff for no reason,” he told WDRB. “But

three times in one day, three times over the

course of a year, six times total, over one

property? That’s not right, that’s harassment.”

Boggs is reportedly considering his legal options.

Once Amazon and othei retailers begin their deliveries by

drone, there will surely be an almost permanent buzzing In

the sky. How will people know whether the thing that’s

overhead is spying on them or merely delivering fresh

underwear or zucchini to the nice people next door.

Every time technology thinks it’s solving a problem, or at least

creating new forms of entertainment, It brings with it new

annoyances and potential for conflict.

This Isn’t necessarily a good thing in a nation where so many

people own guns.
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